Wahl-Eversharp fountain pens come with a variety of nibs, as follows:

SKYLINE SERIES:









Skylines 50's - Fine to Medium semi-flex Rhodium plated stainless steel.
Skyline Demo, Skyline Classic, Skyline Unique, and Skyline Tribute collections - Finemedium semi-flex, ceramic-coated gold plated stainless steel.
Skyline Technik Black Aluminum Pen - Fine to Medium semi-flex, black-finished,
ceramic-coated stainless steel.
Skyline Technik Cobalt Blue Aluminum Pens - Medium semi-flex, gold-plated, ceramiccoated stainless Steel.
Skyline Natural Aluminum - Fine to medium semi-flex, ceramic-coated titanium gray.
Award Collection Gold Plated Pen and Palladium Pen - Medium solid 18 Karat, two-tone
nib.
Under custom order, purchasers can specify the pen be supplied with an 18k nib for an
additional fee.
All Roller Ball pens come with Schmidt roller ball refills.

DECOBAND SERIES:
DECOBAND nib options are shown selectable at time of purchase on our website. Or by request
from your WAHL-EVERSHARP Authorized Reseller. Some of our models carry Rose Gold
plated or Rhodium Plated versions of our nib choices..






SUPERFLEX 18K Solid Gold : Our most expressive flexible nib. This nib is standard in
most of the DECOBAND series and reacts quickly to slight variations in user hand
pressure. At present we offer this nib in “Medium/Fine” width
FLEXIBLE (FLEX) 18K Solid Gold: Our less flexible, flexible nib option. The nib is
about 20% less flexible than our SUPERFLEX possessing a nice amount of flex best
suited to users who write without the need for maximum artistic expression. At present
we offer this nib in “Medium/Fine” width.
Custom Grinds of the DECOBAND nibs above are available by special order at extra
cost. The nibs can be made finer but not broader.

SIGNATURE SERIES:
The Signature Series is a throwback to the pens of the same name made by our predecessor
WAHL PEN in 1927. The concept was a ready to go pen set up for the “average” user. The
average user was and is still about 80% of the pen buying market wanting a medium width nib.
So our pens come standard with that nib. Other options are available by special order.



18K Solid Gold Ceramic Coated in Medium.
18K Solid Gold Ceramic Coated Fine (special order)

18K Solid Gold Ceramic Coated Broad (special order)

